
STAHLSAC 34 INCH STEEL WHEELED
BAG

€399,00

The streamlined design of the Stahlsac 34in
Steel Wheeled Bag contains a sealed water-
resistant compartment for keeping your wet,
dirty gear separate from dry clothing and
items. Quick-access zippers expedite
retrieval times while the bright interior lining
makes it easier to locate small possessions.

Dimensions: 86 x 43 x 30 cm (volume 110
l).

SKU: S0888910BLK
Category: Tas
Tag: Stahlsac

GALLERY IMAGES

https://www.abcdiveshop.nl/product-categorie/tas/
https://www.abcdiveshop.nl/product-tag/stahlsac/


PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The streamlined design of the Stahlsac 34in Steel Wheeled Bag contains a sealed water-resistant
compartment for keeping your wet, dirty gear separate from dry clothing and items. Quick-access zippers
expedite retrieval times while the bright interior lining makes it easier to locate small possessions.

A versatile add-a-bag strap for attaching a carry-on backpack or briefcase makes for easy travel at the



airport. Sturdy all-terrain wheels and heavy-duty reinforcements provide durability that can go anywhere,
from pier to concourse.

Dimensions: 86 x 43 x 30 cm (volume 110 l).

Built to airline size and weight requirements
WET/DRY: Waterproof bottom compartment for wet or dirty items
Breathable top compartment for damp gear to air out
Heavy-duty rail along the bottom and reinforcements with abrasion-resistant material on corners for
travel toughness
Low-Profile frame system reduces height for easy storage
Replaceable frame components and wheels
Multi-purpose changing pad with anti-slip bottom
Quick-Access front zippered pockets
Sturdy, comfort grab handles for easy lifting and maneuvering
Add-a-Bag strap to easily attach secondary bags to roller
Bright interior lining to find small items easily
Water-resistant zippers with sturdy pulls for protection from the elements
Ergonomic compression straps on the outside for space saving cinching
Combination of 630D / 420D HD fabric with DWR finish for high water resistance
Combination of Hypalon and Tarpaulin for reinforcement and abrasion resistance on stress points
Compartmens for your scuba diving or freediving equipment.
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